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Is there really an alternative to the use of coupled chemistry-climate models?
Part 2

Gravity wave forcing

Gravity wave forcing (GWF) and the cold pole problem is potentially the most serious
issue affecting highly temperature dependent processes such as PSC formation.
However, it is not as serious an issue for the Arctic as is implied by the authors. The
temperature biases of a range of CCMs are shown in Austin et al. (2003) and the
largest cold bias is in the upper stratosphere over the southern winter pole. This
reaches 30K in models without a GWF scheme. In the lower stratosphere the zonal
average temperature does not necessarily give the whole picture as the biases are
somewhat smaller (5̃K). Here, tropospheric processes and the amplitudes of lower
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stratospheric planetary waves could have a larger impact than GWF in producing local
temperature variations which determine PSC areas. In the lower stratospheric Arctic,
there is certainly no clear indication that zonal average temperatures are improved
with a GWF scheme. So based on results from the range of models of Austin et al.
(2003) I would disagree with Shindell et al. (2003) and suggest that for the Arctic,
model resolution is more important than GWF. In Austin et al. (2003) we had difficulty
in following on from T < 195K areas to ozone amounts in the respective models.
Unfortunately each model had to all intents and purposes a different PSC scheme so
the areas were not necessarily representative of ozone depletion rates. So certainly,
the UMETRAC results in Figure 6 are incorrect, as in that model (Austin and Butchart,
2003) ternary solutions were employed.

Ozone loss or ozone amounts?

For the past, the Figures are quite convincing for the years shown but need updating.
The same information has largely appeared in previous work in slightly different form
(Rex et al., 2004) so one has to question why the results are shown again without
updates. For the future, depending on the assumptions adopted the ozone loss out
to 2030 shows a small rise or a small fall. The authors have not included the case of
zero water vapour trend with zero temperature trend, results that are perfectly plausible
in view of the results from several CCMs and GCMs. Taking their solid green line in
Figure 5, the impact of a halving of the PSC trend after 2003 is to reduce the ozone
loss by about 7 Mt by 2030. So eliminating the trend entirely would presumably result
in 14 Mt less ozone depletion. Without the H2O trend, we would get an additional 2-3
Mt, if I have interpreted Figure 5 correctly. Thus, alternative assumptions would give a
year 2030 ozone depletion figure of order 24 Mt, approximately the same as the value
in 1985.

While it is important to be able to understand the ozone loss rates from a scientific
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viewpoint, the relevant quantity is the ozone amount itself. In middle latitudes
transport is equally important to a first order (Hadjinicolaou et al., 2002) and it might
be anticipated that Arctic ozone columns are equally affected by transport. Thus
as the chemical depletion reduces by 10 DU so the ozone might be expected to
recover by 20 DU. These estimates would explain why many models may show a
substantial ozone recovery by the year 2030, when viewed in the framework of the
ozone amounts, and why the technique of the current authors is in my view inadequate.

Future simulations

In the future I would hope that our CCM simulations could include suitable additional
tracers and diagnostics as discussed by the current authors and as indicated in Eyring
et al. (2004). One tracer would be a passive ozone molecule so that the actual model
depletion in a given winter could be determined. Another model internal diagnostic
would be the actual PSC volume computed using the model PSC scheme rather than
diagnosed off-line. This, I hope could reveal the true extent of CCM performance and
give more confidence in their predictions.
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